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Abstract
In recent decades, political participation amongst young people has attracted much academic research in
established democracies. However, as an understudied area in China especially in Hebei province, political
participation of public university undergraduates is in low level. Thus, this article concerns the political
participation of public university undergraduates in Hebei province of China. The objective of this article is to
identify the influential factors and determine the principal influential factor to students’ political participation in
the public university of Hebei province. Therefore, 1990 respondents were selected based on the cluster
sampling method, the main statistical method for evaluation of research hypotheses is by the PLS-SEM. Findings
of this study indicate that political education has neither effect nor relation to political participation, whereas
university identity, experience, major integrated undertake directly function on political participation. Moreover,
political competence is the most important for students’ political participation in the public universities of Hebei
province, China. Political value cognitive ability is the most important competence which influences the level of
political participation among all involved factors in influencing students’ political participation in Hebei public
universities according to the results of Importance-Performance Map Analysis (IPMA) and Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM). Additionally, the author suggested that in order to improve students’ participatory level,
enhancing capability of students is a necessary way.
Keywords: influential factors, political participation, undergraduates, public universities, Hebei Province
1. Introduction
Political participation is the core component in democratic politics and is the essential requirement in the
construction of socialism political civilization (W. Gao, 2008). In recent decades, political participation amongst
young people has attracted much academic research in established democratic countries. However, it has
remained an understudied area in China, especially in Hebei province. The previous researchers have shown that
the youth are unlikely to participate in politics (N. Fang, 2011) instead of turning to more direct activities such as
voluntary activity. As a socialist republic democratic country, the PRC claims the people take part in politics
initiative, especially for the youths. Evidence indicates that citizens in people’s democratic countries have a low
level of political participation (Lu & Shi, 2015; T. Shi, 1997). The level of political participation gradually
decreased year by year (N. Fang, 2011); even the students illustrated the tendency of political apathy (Xing, 2008;
H. Xu, 2006). There is a lack of research making contributions to students’ competence and social-economic
background that reflect the trend of Hebei province in China. Young students played as a vanguard role in
participating in political events in historical China; however, the youth disengage in the political activities
appearing obviously in the modern society. Meantime, as an understudied area in China especially in Hebei
province, political participation of public university undergraduates is in low level. Thus, this article concerns the
political participation of public university undergraduates in Hebei province of China. The objective of this
article is to identify the influential factors and determine the principal influential factor to students’ political
participation in the public university of Hebei province.
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2. Material and Methods
This research is quantitative research, a self-designed questionnaire was based on the systematic literature review,
and data was collected from 1990 undergraduates from the public universities of Hebei province in China based
on the cluster sampling method and analyzed PLS-SEM by using the SmartPLS of the software. Therefore, five
different universities and colleges in Hebei province were chosen. Among the 1990 respondents, the male
constituted 36.6% (728), while the female was 63.4% (1262). The ratio of female students to male students is 3:2,
which is corresponded the students’ natural ratio (W. Gao, 2008). A majority of the respondents are from the
countryside (51.4%), followed by those hometowns from the city (25.2%) and town (23.5%). The largest group
with 1022 respondents is from the countryside, which almost equals the respondents from city plus town group.
The frequencies of the respondents are from academic majors including art, science, engineer, and medical and
the four groups take up the percentage are similar, the social science group has 510 (25.6%), the science group
has 425 (21.5%), the students in engineer major has 530 (26.6%), and the medical group has 525 (26.4%). In
summary, 1190 respondents are chosen to analyze political participation representing the level of Hebei province
through classifying into varieties of groups by purposeful requirement.
Meantime, the importance-performance map analysis (IPMA) provides a chance to identify which factors in this
study is most important to influence students’ low-level participation in politics. Furthermore, the assessment
establishes according to PLS estimates and adds dimensions in order to evaluate the political participation
variable’s value. The results of IPMA contain index value and latent variable (LV) performance value which
indicates latent variables’ performance and effect value which presents the importance of construct on political
participation.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Political Value Cognitive Ability as the Most Important Factor to Participation
Table 1 displays the result of IPMA, which is used for the extending the findings of the basis PLS-SEM
outcomes through the latent variable scores. When the index value of 3.344 and performance value of 58.592, for
example, in respect of the latent variable of ‘Leadership’ that means Leadership variable plays 58.592 on
political participation from the range 0 to 100 with the importance value is 0.128 indicates the effect of
leadership on political participation in 0.128 level.
Table 1. The result of IPMA on political participation
Performance

Importance

Index

LV

Total Effect of the Latent Variable on “Political

Value

Performance

Participation”

Leadership

3.344

58.592

0.128

Major

2.999

49.967

0.185

Political Efficacy

2.813

45.322

0.153

Political Education

3.472

61.812

0.029

3.950

73.759

-0.343

Political Participation

2.174

29.354

Target Construct

University Experience

3.349

58.726

0.177

University Identity

3.394

59.846

0.057

University Involvement

3.503

62.569

-0.006

Latent Variable

Political Value Cognitive
Ability

The performance value of the target construct “political participation” is 29.354 in the 0 to 100 scale, which is
merely close to 30% of the whole that verifies again the conclusion stated that the level of students’ political
participation is in low. These additional results of the performance of influential factors serve as a foundation for
getting ready for the priority map. Figure 1 visualizes the “Importance level” of each latent variable with its
impact on political participation variable. Competence-behavior oriented results are easy to recognize from this
graphical representation. If the index value of “political value cognitive ability” increases by one unit, the
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political paarticipation shhould decrease by 0.343 in a ceteris paribuss assessment oof results.

Figure 1. The
T result of im
mportance-perfformance map analysis for poolitical particippation
mental
It can be sseen from table 1 that votingg is a direct poolitical activityy which impacct of the citizeen on governm
performannce. Vote with mean score 2..74 (1-5 scale)) is the highestt among the eiight behaviors which stand in the
middle deggree. Demonsttration (PPB6)) belonging to protest behaviior is the lowesst among the eeight activities with
the mean statics 1.71 inn general, and 1225 (61.6%
%) students nevver played. PP
PB1, 2, 3 and 4 are attributed to
campaign activities (CA
A) group, and the level testeed by mean sccore displays lower than voote but higher than
protest behhavior. At last,, the political ccontact behaviior contains PP
PB7 and PPB8, the mean levvel between the
e two
activities ppresents long distance,
d
the foormer one is 2..01, and the lattter is 1.84. Exxcept the electiion is in the middle
m
level, otheer behaviors are at the low levvel which is reesulted from thhe statistics hinnt.
It is evidennt that assigninng priority to competence-oriented measuures relative to the results baased on Table 1 and
Figure 1, the variable of
o political vaalue cognitive ability is highly relevant ffor decreasing students’ political
participatioon due to its advert
a
effect. However, thiss area has highh index value and effect vallue so that the
ere is
pivotal pottential for furthher reduces.
Comparedd with the restt factors, the performance of university involvement ((62.569) and political education
(61.812) ddisplays relativve high; howevver, the effect vvalue is close tto 0 which meaans that the inffluence on political
participatioon is near to 0,
0 which is correspondent too the results thhat university involvement aand civic education
have no im
mpact on politiical participation. Striving shhould be directted increasing the performannce level, the effect
e
like majorr (0.185) andd political effficacy (0.153) are similar on political pparticipation, and look like
e the
performannce value is 499.967 and 45.3322. Although the index valuues are close bbetween leadeership (58.592)) and
university identity (59.8846), the importance level iss further differrent with leadeership (0.128) and the unive
ersity
involvemeent (0.057), which
w
indicatees that the coompetence is more critical on political participation. The
performannce value of thhe university experience is 558.726 which ssimilar like leaadership; however, the impo
ortant
level standds at 0.177 higher than the foormer one.
The IPMA
A results from manifest variaables’ average value in exoggenous latent vvariables’ form
mative measurement
models annd the relative importance off their total efffect on the enddogenous latennt variable pollitical participa
ation.
It is vividd that politicaal value cognnitive ability is the most critical driverr of political involvement with
multi-com
mpetence and unniversity influuence and will bbe discussed ddetailed in the nnext section.
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3.2 The Reelations betweeen Influential F
Factors and P
Political Particcipation
The sectioon aims to exam
mine the relattions between the influentiall factors and ppolitical particiipation. It cond
ducts
with the sppecific purposses, firstly, disccussing the reaasons why thee pivotal factorr named political value cogn
nitive
ability inffluences studeents’ political participation saliently; secoondly, followiing the particiipatory democ
cracy
theory, exxploring why political educcation cannot affect studennts’ participatoory activities which violate
e the
previous sstudy; and thiirdly, arguing why universiity involvemennt stands in tthe dilemma, has effect but not
outstandinng.
This impleementation proocess providess the chance too identify releevant relationsships for the pproposed PLS-SEM
using direect observationn, and the moodel assessmennt allows the reliability andd validity of tthe PLS-SEM path
modeling results. After testing cause--effect relationns, IPMA extrracts the most important facctor in replenisshing
and extendding the resultss in this researrch.

Figgure 2. Resultss between influuential factors and political pparticipation
Figure 2 vvisualized the relationships bbetween influeential factors ffrom empiricaal research andd students’ political
participatioon; consequently, discussinng the elemeents separatedd in groups is better forr further analysis.
Simultaneoously, Table 2 is the PLS-S
SEM results bbetween each influential factors using inn this research
h and
political participation, annd when t stattistics is moree than 1.645, thhe p-value is less than 0.05 that illustrate
es the
significantt relationship between
b
the influential factorrs and politicaal participationn.
3.2.1 Com
mpetence
The comppetence is madde up of polittical value coggnitive abilityy, political effi
ficacy and leaddership. It aim
ms to
examine itts effect on thhe students’ poolitical particiipation based on the particippatory democrracy theory in
n this
research. T
The cognitive ability is onee kind of the ppolitical comppetence assesseed in the research. It is citizens’
acknowleddgment and unnderstanding ffor the politicaal phenomenonn (W. Gao, 20009) and the principal eleme
ent in
recognizinng the politicall system in thee cognitive abiility (Yang, 20016). Both the IPMA and thee PLS-SEM re
esults
illustrates the political vaalue cognitive ability has a nnegative relatioonship in influuencing politicaal participation
n due
to the β = - 0.343, t = 15.265, p = 0.000***.
Table 2. T
The PLS-SEM results of the rrelation betweeen influential ffactors and pollitical participaation
Direct Efffect
(β)
Competennce
PVC -> PP
PBs
IPE -> PPB
Bs
Leadershipp -> PPBs

Standardd
Deviatioon

-0.3343
0.1153
0.1128

Statistics
tS
0.022
0.023
0.029
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15.265
6.578
4.395

p Values
0.000***
0.000***
0.000***
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The result of the political cognitive ability indicated that the higher ability students have, and the lower level
students take part at. It differs from prior research, possibly because the positive relation conducted was used the
ability as the independent variable (Taber & Lodge, 2006; W. Gao, 2009) and as the mediated variable
(Vecchione & Caprara, 2009). Political cognitive ability is the prerequisite and basement of participatory politics
(P. Wang, 2006). The requirements of modern democratic politics directly influence the citizens’ political
emotion and value concept formation (Tao & Chen, 1998). Cognitive ability is the external manifestation of
knowledge, neither have this ability nor considering the effects of behaviors, students attempt to be in politics
and enjoy the process which is the mini political society. Oppositely, if students focused and judged the results
well and understood the hardships of the process, not participating in or participating in less can maximize
benefits because they did not spend time and energy. Students participate widely with a high level is an effective
way to strength participatory social communication ability, even improve the level of participation and in future,
minimize the gap of inequality.
Political value cognitive ability is the essential competence which influences the level of political participation
among all involved factors in influencing students’ political participation in Hebei public universities according
to the results of IPMA and SEM; therefore, the following reasons contribute to the negative relation to the
low-level political participation.
Firstly, the cognitive ability internally leads the students to recognize the reality in the process of action. It helps
students to understand the intention of political participation (Eccles & Allan, 2002). Taking election as an
example, whereas the students knew nothing about the candidate initially; they could judge the elected candidate
represents the appeal of students or not. Therefore, the voting would not influence the outcome because the
candidates will become the representative, even represent students’ benefit. Hence, when the students faced the
political reality, refusing or seldom participation became the rational choice. The skill leads the students to
cognitive the fact and to cause the negative relationship.
Secondly, the high capability provides the basement to evaluate the outcome of participation. Students in
university obtain higher education and transform knowledge into practice, level of participation is low but
limited practical experience tells students that participating or not has little impact on the outcome, and even the
appeals cannot convey to the political candidates, so that the requirements will not achieve or overcome at all.
Thence, it is normal to not participate in the sufficient recognition of the results that further explaining why the
higher capability students have, the lower participation appears.
The cognitive ability helps the student to understand the political reality in the participatory process and realize
the outcome of participation that is why the students’ political cognitive ability hurts political participation.
Political efficacy is the subjective evaluation of participatory behaviors’ influence (Xiong, 2015; Eckstein,
Noack, & Gniewosz, 2013; Langton & Karns, 1969). The effective value of political efficacy on political
participation is 0.153 means that the stronger political efficacy the individual has, the more ability in evaluating
the political issue, further influencing political participation with t = 6.578, p = 0.000***. Political efficacy as a
capability directly influence political participation, the result is similar to other scholars’ previous study (Pye &
Verba, 1965; Wheeler, Shanine, Leon, & Whitman, 2014).
Political efficacy refers to the belief which citizens have and believe have influence on the government (R. Hu,
2015), reflects citizens’ ability in understanding and judging politics and perceives the feedback on the
perception of government or officials’ behavior in the political system (Gallego & Oberski, 2012b; Gerber et al.,
2011). It is a similar result as previous research that the relation is positive between political efficacy and
political participation, due to the reasons as follows.
First of all, the political perception of students is worthy of recognition. Students in university accept academic
knowledge as soon as learning national guidelines and policies; the knowledge learning process supports
students a chance to understand and judge politics and then foster political efficacy. Therefore, the more political
efficacy students have, the higher participatory level students stand in.
Second, the political judgment of students is valuable to be affirmed. Attention and discussion and then
criticizing the current political issues are the processes of strengthening political efficacy and giving the
feedback about governmental and politicians’ behaviors. Although the participatory level is low, it does not
affect political efficacy play an important function in participation. Consequently, political efficacy has a positive
relationship to the low-level political participation of students in the public university of Hebei province.
Leadership is the ability to persuade and lead others to participate in politics (Chan & Nesbitt-Larking, 1995;
DeSouza, 1986; Pattie et al., 2003). It is a critical skill for students to improve the low participatory level
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because of β = 0.128, t = 4.395, p = 0.000***. The result is by fruitfully examined the impacts and the
relationship between leadership and political participation. Leadership as a political skill in the study has a
similar outcome to the previous scholars (Margetts, John, Hale, & Reissfelder, 2015; Weare, Lichterman, &
Esparza, 2014). It is a correspondent that leadership influences political involvement from the capability
perspective.
Leadership in this study is mainly considered from individual competence perspective and the recognized
significance of leadership as an important outcome of personality. Substantial research exists examining the
impact of leadership on political participation and gain positive relations (Bolkan & Goodboy, 2009; Dugan et al.,
2011; Montoya, Fanta-Hardy, & Garcia, 2000; Palmer, 2014) without exception in this study; therefore, the
reasons addressing in shaping political participation are as follows.
Intuitive ability is in the first place to give impetus for students to political engagement. Students can convince
others to participate, and in the same way to explain is that students know how to participate in politics first and
motivate colleagues to engage. Taking the initiative in political activities needs capability taken as force power,
in order to achieve active participation, so the higher leadership students have and the relative higher
participation level keeps, which exists in this study.
Individual request become the second reason that why leadership has an impact on political participation. Not
only sharing the suggestions and advice to others but also taking as the leader in group activities, even serving as
a model among colleagues, these appeals require the students who have high leadership often step ahead of
others in political issues. The process of participation is both shown ability in public issues and practice whether
could be a qualified leader or not. Therefore, leadership in this study has a positive relationship because of the
intuitive ability and personal request.
Pursuing equality is the third requirement to consider in the leadership. Whereas the Liberal Democrats chose to
hind the inequality between the politics and economics, the participatory democrats asserted that the citizens
should unite and form a power to resist the disparity. And the powerful union led the public mass to seek the
legal solutions in the engagement process (H. Zheng, 2012a). The low-level participation has a high correlation
to the social inequality (Macpherson, 1977), no matter the participatory system eliminates the disparity or not.
Hence, a relative equal and humane society is the demand for a stronger participatory society. Whether
leadership is active or not influences the equality in the social reality. The stronger leader guides the citizens to
seek a dynamic community; simultaneously, reflects the personal skill. While eliminating unfairness displays the
leadership in the process.
In summary, the students’ political competence in this research discussed from the political efficacy, leadership,
and political value cognitive ability. The former two variables had a positive relationship, and the latter one was
in a negative correlation to political involvement. Political skill contributes most in political participation
because it is the same process to strengthen the ability.
3.2.2 University Education
Previous research on participatory democracy does pay sufficient attention to the distinct nature of political
education with varying experiences of political participation (Pateman, 1970; Verba et al., 1993b; Lu & Shi,
2015; Syal, 2012); however, the opposite consequence appears because there is no impact of political education
on political participation with β = 0.029, t = 1.088, p = 0.277, and f 2 = 0.001. Neither relation nor impact
between political education and political participation, due to reasons facing this new phenomenon will be
discussed as follows.
Table 3. The PLS-SEM results of the relation between influential factors and political participation
Direct Effect

Standard

(β)

Deviation

t Statistics

p Values

University Education
PE -> PPBs

0.029

0.026

1.088

0.277

Criteria: t value ˃ 1.645 (p value ˂ 0.05); t value ˃ 2.33 (p value ˂ 0.01**, p value ˂ 0.001***)
Different from the former study of the precursory scholars has claimed that education promotes greater political
participation (Kam & Palmer, 2011; Mayer, 2011; C. Gao, 2010), and the opponent investigated the negative
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significance correlated between vote and political education (L. Zheng & Zhu, 2013); otherwise, there is no
cause-effect relation (two-tailed) between political education and political participation in this research. The
ITPC should play an essential role in education, guidance and shaping students’ ability of political participation;
however, it is in an embarrassing situation because of no function on political participation in this research, due
to reasons are as follows:
The gap between the educational content and real political life contributes to the first reason. The content of the
ITPC is based on the stage and pertinence of educational achievements and the diversity, complexity and
mobility of educational respondents’ moral conditions. It is a complex system including ideology, political and
moral education, “Ideological education is fundamental, political education is the dominant and moral education
is the foundation” (Z. Yuan, 2011). The ITPC or political education serves for political and economic governance
of the ruling class, so ideology political education must insist on the right political orientation that is the
dominant requirement. However, the disconnect between the ITPC content and reality makes the students keep
away from political activities because of the boring, flat and unilateral contents of the ITPC. The theoretical
political knowledge in the ITPC is politicized, theorized and idealized, which neglects the connection to a social
situation, whereas the focus on the political value and moral education and ignore the other wealth. Consequently,
the gap weakens students’ political participation and gradually becomes the “oral politics” and lack of
effectiveness.
The incompatibility between students’ subjectivity and spoon-feeding pedagogy can be ascribed to the second
reason. A suitable teaching method relates to comprehend and master political knowledge; the traditional single
way educational pedagogy loses the practicality. With the rapid development of the economy, society and
technology, more and more channels provide the opportunity for the students to obtain knowledge, news or latest
information that enhance the students’ subjectivity and develop the moral diversity. One-way teaching method
makes the unbalance between the educator and the students, even arises the antagonistic sentiments, which is bad
for fostering students’ political activism. Students are with more knowledge, independence and choice; however,
traditional educational method restricts the participatory space. Therefore, the spoon-feeding pedagogy hinders
subjectivity of students in the process of education.
Educators’ lack of personal and academic charm becomes the third reason. The spirit of Document No. 16th of
the central CPC in the “Opinions on Further Strengthening and Improving Ideological and Political Education
for College Students” stated that “college educators with good ideas, ethics and personality influence students
subtly by taking a highly responsible attitude and being the lead in setting examples, words and deeds. Moreover,
the students strengthen their ideology and increase political awareness in the process of mastering the
professional knowledge” (Ministry of Education of PRC, 2015).
Simultaneously, the students’ quality reflects educators’ professional characteristics directly, in short, the
charming educator is critical in the process of students’ political participation, even each aspect of daily life.
With the development and diversity of social-economic components, organizational forms, employment types,
and beneficial allocation, some college educators take on the status like political belief and position unsteadiness,
political orientation and disciplines ambiguous, political sensitivity and discriminability weakness which
generates to mismatch of political concept and behaviors. Losing political personality charming brings about
lack of educational impact. The behaviors or attitudes containing scripted, whitewash and no allegiance in the
educational process, and misunderstanding the develop line, guiding principle and policy of the PRC in
knowledge replenishment process and short of innovation in the practical process directly or indirectly influence
students’ participation and educators’ academic level. Thus, it can be seen that educators’ quality in both personal
and academic affects students’ political activism potentially by the driving force from the educators in university.
Therefore, lacks of political and personal charm weaken academic degree and affect students’ political
participation profoundly.
In short, political education has no relationship and impact on political participation in this research, mainly
because of the China’s political environment and reality.
3.2.3 University Community
University is one of the educational institutions and aims to achieve the purpose of education, which is to teach
the student to think of himself (Mezey, 1975). A university is the study place for students during the academic
period, which is similar to the workers working in the workplace. It is the intensive community, which supported
by her proposition “the workplace to show that participatory democracy was feasible” (Pateman, 1970a, 2012).
To examine the external elements concerning is to affect the students’ political participation, this study mainly
tests from the university category.
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Table 4. The PLS-SEM results of the relation between influential factors and political participation
Direct Effect (β)

Standard Deviation

t Statistics

p Values

University Community
Major -> PPBs

0.185

0.023

8.206

0.000***

OI -> PPBs

0.057

0.026

2.210

0.028*

UI -> PPBs

-0.006

0.027

0.222

0.824

UE -> PPBs

0.177

0.028

6.345

0.000***

Criteria: t value ˃ 1.645 (p value ˂ 0.05); t value ˃ 2.33 (p value ˂ 0.01**, p value ˂ 0.001***)
3.2.3.1 University Experience
University experience in this research is from the perspective of the practice of political participation. The
practical experience mainly includes contacting political leaders through university, the election in university,
campaign activities which can help understand the content and process of political participation in the
participatory process. Experience promotes students to engage in politics (Shen, Lei, & Zhou, 2006; H. Zhang &
Wang, 2011; Z. Zhao & Tang, 2008); university experience has a positive relationship (two-tailed) to political
participation with β = 0.177, t = 6.345, p = 0.000*** in this research, which is similar to the previous study. It is
obvious to illustrate that university experience has not only impact but also the relationship to political
participation and the tendency is positive, and the reasons can be attributed as follows.
Political participation is a kind of political practices which helps the student genuinely cognitive political reality
and then improves political participation, because “All is but lip-wisdom that wants experience.” Once in the
five-year election for undergraduates is seldom, some of the students may be in the four-year university life miss
the voting year, under this circumstance, university experience provides a different way to practice participation.
In the practical process, students gradually experience the policy-making process and learn more about the
political system of China through university experience, the more thought the students have, the better political
participation level exists; hence, the relationship between university experience and political participation is
positive (two-tailed).
Practice is a test method which is salutary for students to have a better understanding of political participation.
University experience provides the chance to fulfill participation, including political contacting, expressing, and
discussing politics; the effect of political participation is insufficiently proved in the practice process,
eventuating to result ultimately in the low-level participation. The student knew the outcome in the practice so
that when participating in politics in real participation, the students become political apathy in the participatory
process. Whether effectiveness or not comes to be a norm for students to decide to do or not, which is tested by
university experience, so it is not peculiar to appear this result.
3.2.3.2 University Community
The influential factor major identity is mainly discussed the students’ ideology about major integrated with the
university. Through asking students’ opinions about the major integration influences the political involvement,
the result indicates that major has a positive relationship to political participation (β = 0.185, t = 8.206, p =
0.000***). Students in this research have belongingness to the university where the student studied in and
university identity positively promote to participate in politics because of β = 0.057, t = 2.210, p = 0.028*. The
impact of university identity is lower than the major integration, but it is better than university involvement
which has no relationship and effect to political participation with β = -0.006, t = 0.227, p = 0.824, which
indicates the university involvement cannot influence students’ political participation in Hebei province, China.
The main result in university environment group is university involvement has neither impact nor relation to
political participation, which violates the priori study (Pateman, 1970, 1986; J. E. Leighley, 1995; Thomas et al.,
2012a); the reasons can be attributed into the following points.
It is the time to turn to the question of the extent of involvement of students in the students’ self-management in
university. Students manage behaviors and as well as would like to involvement into university, and make better
belongingness to influence university; however, the university involvement has no relationship to political
participation. Students manage self-development to be a better person for the university, but the change for
political participation is helpless.
Attention policy and working hard in making a difference in order to hope the university has a brilliant future;
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however, the types of focusing on policy and issues related to the university are several ways, after all, the gap
between policy implementation and reality exists distance. In China’s political system, the NPC formulates the
policy, and the common public is the executors, no matter how much wants to change, following the policy is
legality. Students prefer to involve into university; however, results-oriented told the reality is that no matter how
much students involved into university, the level of political participation is low, only can farfetched sound
university involvement can make the university better without the impact on political participation.
As to the factors of major and university identity in university environment group, the results are similar as
previous study (G. & Olsen, 2011; Schmiedel & Recker, 2014; H. C. Yu, Lewis-Charp, & Gambone, 2010),
which means that the Major and University Identity has the positive relation to and impact on political
participation.
University contains different majors in order to foster different professional talents who master both academic
knowledge and right value-orientation. Students integrate with other students who belong to different majors,
and in the process of integration, the individual is not only acquainted with different major students in the same
university but also promotes a harmonious university environment formulation. Students support that there is no
distance between different major students in political participation behaviors because the proponents
acknowledge that the individual behavior keeping in similar pace in politics. Consequently, it is a normal result
which was found in this research.
University identity is students’ belongings in the university, the students are proud of the university, who prefer
to change better in order to improve imaging of the university, even not allow others to slander university. The
moral and righteous change is to safeguard the university imagine in the society and work for a better future of
the university. The approval of the university influences the students’ behavior; hence, it is no hesitation that
university involvement has an impact and definite relation to political participation.
4. Conclusion
Political skill is “the ability to effectively understand others and to use such knowledge to influence others to act
in ways that enhance ones’ personal and university’s objectives” (Ahearn, Ferris, Hochwarter, Douglas, &
Ammeter, 2004; Bentley et al., 2015); and the results in this research verify this statement by coincidence.
Political value cognitive ability as core and critical ability in this study is the most important influential factor
and displays negative relation to political participation because this kind of competence internally instructs
students to clarify the reality and evaluate the outcome in the process of participatory politics foundationally.
By grasping the essence of political participation, it is no wonder that students’ political value cognitive
capability tends negative relation to political participation. Political efficacy refers to the ability in judging and
understanding politics and then provides feedback under the political system requirements. Students are the great
intellectuals with right political perception and political judgment ability should be affirmed. Therefore, the high
political efficacy students have, the more strong relationship to political participation tends to. Leadership as a
kind of the political skill, not only achieves to self-request to display ability, but also influence others to
participate in politics, and in final to affect the whole level of political participation. Above that, competence as
significant group elements in influential factors illustrates the close connection to political participation.
It is a new finding that there is no relation between political education and political participation, which indicates
that denying the function of political education on political education appears in this research. The reasons can
be traced to as follows: first is the distance between the content and reality, because educational context services
for the authority and participatory reality is the limited influence; second reason can be attributed to the paradox
between the subjective will and scramming method of teaching, even if students do not actively accept political
education in the form of ITPC; the lack of personality and academic charm can be taken account into the third
reason, the educators are short of charisma to influence indirectly students accept the education and further
participatory behaviors.
University experience as a kind of political practice helps students recognize political reality as well as is a test
method to examine the effectiveness of political participation; therefore, university experience plays a decisive
role in students’ political participation in university.
In the university environment group contains major integrated, university identity and university involvement.
Major and university identity help students better engage in politics because individuals not only acknowledge
the difference among a variety of majors and keep similar pace in participatory politics but also identify
university profoundly and prefer to change oneself to make an attractive and harmonious university environment
which salutary for students study, live and participate into politics. On the other hand, university involvement
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neither has relationship nor effect to political participation, because students would like to involve into university
environment or life comfortably, by classifying the essence of political participation and calculating the benefits
and cost and input low into participation. Therefore, university involvement is an intellectual element, compared
to the relationship to the political involvement. It is no wonder that the influence and relationship of university
involvement do not connect to the political involvement.
To sum up, political competence in this study is the most important for students’ political participation in public
universities of Hebei province, China. In order to improve students’ participatory level, enhancing capability of
students is a necessary way. Political education has neither effect nor relationship to political participation which
is different from the previous study, whereas university identity, experience, major integrated undertake directly
function on political participation; hence, it is best to focus on related elements which influence political
participation without ignoring political education yet.
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